
 



Chapter I. Dark Age 

“Our lives begin and end at zero. Birth follows certain death. Death follows birth of new ones. It 
is inescapable reality of our mortal world. It is an inevitable circle of life.” 

On that bone-chilling evening in the month of December, Professor Rishi began his talk with 
those opening lines at the reputed India International Centre (IIC) in New Delhi. IIC had invited 
him to address their select guests. Strangely, he had defied icy cold waves to stand-up and to 
deliver a lecture on the topic “Decoding Ancient Indian Philosophy.” 

He continued his lecture in his soothing and soft voice, “No doubt! In the twenty-first century, 
in our modern technologically driven world, we have made great progress in almost all spheres 
of our lives. But of late, we have been going down the wrong path. This deadly corridor may lead 
us to the course of complete destruction. Then our Mother Earth may have to start all over 
again, right from zero perhaps.” 

Someone from the crowd interrupted his lecture and asked emphatically, “Professor, don‟t you 
think we live in Kali Yuga? The age of sin, wickedness, greediness, corruption . . . .” 

Professor replied as sincerely as possible, “Excellent question . . . really appreciate it . . . to 
answer . . . I would say, yes, sir, we do live in the age of Kali Yuga, the Dark Age, I have no 
doubts . . . please keep the idea of good days aside. Let me further elucidate my point. Let‟s 
explore the key issues of righteousness, dharma, and the duties of kings.” 

Taking deep breaths, he continued with the explanation calmly, “Our ancient books are brutally 
honest. They affirm in no uncertain terms that it is the king that makes the age. The age does not 
make the king. When the king rules with a complete and strict reliance on the science of 
chastisement, then it is Krita Yuga—the foremost of ages. Righteousness sets in. Nothing of 
unrighteousness exists then. All the seasons become delightful and free from evil. But this isn‟t 
happening in our country. So I would say, it is indeed Kali Yuga, the age of lies, deceit, sham, 
and the meaningless bloodshed. Am I right or wrong?” 

Majority of the audience nodded in affirmation. He breathed a sigh of relief that they were not 
baying for blood. 

Professor resumed cautiously and spoke in a serene voice, “All creatures rest upon righteousness. 
Righteousness, in its turn, rests upon the king. That king, therefore, who upholds righteousness, 
is truly a king. It is expected of the king to act righteously, so that he could go to the heaven. If 
on the other hand, he acts sinfully, he is certain to be put away in hell.” 

Now the audience seemed to be captivated. One of the ladies got up and politely asked, “Whom 
should we blame for Kali Yuga? Is it the ruling political class or the commoners?” 

Professor answered graciously but assertively, “Please do remember, the responsibility always lies 
with the king. Not with the commoners. Rulers define the age that we live in. But, I think . . . 
both our political leaders and their fanatical followers among the commoners should take 
majority of blame for this Kali-Yuga. Many of these fanatic supporters often turn a blind eye 
towards their leaders‟ misdeeds. This kind of hero-worship is wrong on so many levels. We 
should never forget the paths of Karma and Dharma, the narrow path of morality.” 



Catching his breath, then he politely enquired, “I think it‟s a sign of the time we live in. Isn‟t it?” 

No one answered. Nobody moved. As if all of them had frozen in that wintery evening. 

Professor smiled and continued in an amicable manner, “If you look closely, you might find that 
our present-day India is divided into contrasting bi-polar world. They are two sides of same coin. 
One is India‟s front yard, the attractive first-world face shown to the world. While other is 
India‟s backyard, the less talked about third-world truth. We shall not discuss the people who lie 
in middle and at the top. A lot has been said and discussed about them already. Instead, I would 
focus on the worse-half of our country‟s population, who survive in a third world of the most 
awful kind. They still hover in and around the poverty line. Almost every day, they struggle hard 
to beat the hunger. It‟s a never-ending depressing battle; for them it‟s certainly Kali Yuga.” 

There was pin-drop silence in the big hall. He seemed to have talked about a taboo topic. 

Professor decided to dig deeper in his unruffled tone, “I often wonder how our great country 
will usher in affirmative changes unless we welcome constructive criticism? Why should all of us 
become Yes Men and indulge in shameless sycophancy? Why stifle the counter voices? I think 
we need to pause for a minute to reflect upon the avowed ideals of our constitution and the idea 
of our country that our founding fathers had dreamt of. Must we be selective and hide all these 
bad things? I leave you with my humble thoughts. Do ponder. Thank you for patiently listening 
to me.” 

In the midst of the loud applauses, Professor gracefully acknowledged the intelligent audience; 
he bowed before them and left the podium to be with his new friends from Adidweep. He found 
it heartening to know that his friends really appreciated his efforts. They profusely thanked him 
for giving them a voice, making their stories heard, and extending them a helping hand. 

One of their hosts cordially guided them towards the sprawling lawns of IIC to enjoy the 
bountiful buffet dinner spread. After filling their plates with food, Professor and his friends 
decided to occupy a table in the corner, far away from the crowd. He felt rather old in the 
company of his young friends, who were cracking jokes and sharing their amusing experiences; 
as they had spent the last few days chilling out in Delhi. After they had occupied their seats, a 
nattily dressed waiter walked up to their table to serve them hot soup. 

All of a sudden, an assailant leapt out in front of them, took out his automatic pistol, and then 
shot at them, one by one, with the bullets aimed at them, from a short range. 

“Ah!” 

“Oh My God!” 

“Help us! Please!” 

“Anyone! Anybody! Please! Help!” 

Their collective deafening cries for help resonated in the heart of icy cold Delhi. 

Reacting to gunshots, their gallant server threw hot soup on tithe assailant and tried to grab him. 
But the attacker ran away towards Lodi Garden. Hearing the four gunshots and the 
accompanying ear-piercing screams that echoed around the IIC Lawn, the other IIC staffs, hosts, 



guests, and the onlookers rushed towards the shootout victims. Meanwhile taking advantage of 
the pandemonium, their shooter simply melted away into the cold night and the thick greenery. 

The victims were immediately rushed to the nearby AIIMS Hospital. 

Once they reached the hospital, the attending hospital staff carried them inside the huge 
operation theatre on uncomfortable metallic trollies. Professor and his young friends tried hard 
to stay conscious, but they felt empty and lifeless. Soon the anaesthesia took complete control of 
their senses. Lying in the operation theatre, they continued to precariously float between life and 
death. 

One more time, they were fighting for their lives. Their life-saving operations continued well past 
midnight. It seemed predestined that their wretched fates were to intertwine once again, as it had 
done so in the not-so-distant past in Adidweep. They were once again combating to beat their 
formidable foe—death. Clutching at the thin straws, they were barely hanging in there. 

It was the coldest and darkest night of their lives. In hindsight, the Professor should not have 
given a lengthy speech on Kali-Yuga in Delhi. What was he thinking? Really, Professor! 

**** 

Next morning, the sun came out in its full glory, even in that cold winter morning in Delhi. It 
banished the pervading murkiness and the fogginess. As the day progressed, the effect of the 
painkillers and the sedatives subsided considerably. The Professor regained his consciousness. 
He could see, hear, and smell. And he was breathing. Alright, he was alive. Oh yes! 

“So how are you feeling, sir?” the smiling nurse asked Professor.  

Reluctantly, he turned his heavy head, opened his eyes, somehow managed to smile back at her, 
and replied, “I am good . . . but pain has not gone away. I feel very weak . . . no energy . . .” 

The attending doctor joined the conversation and informed him, “You had lost lot of blood. It 
has weakened your body considerably. You need extra recovery time because of your old age. So 
we will keep you under observation for few more days. I advise you to extend your stay at the 
hospital, enjoy our hospitality here.” 

“What about my friends? They too were shot. How are they?” Professor asked the doctor 
impatiently. 

The doctor comforted him, “Luckily for you, your bullet wound was not life-threatening, unlike 
your friends. Their operations were successful too. We managed to remove all the bullets from 
their bodies. But, they are still in medically induced coma. We are trying our best. You need not 
worry about them. Your friends will be fine. We are optimistic about their speedy recovery.” 

Professor really did not know how to react. Should he feel happy for himself? Or should he feel 
sad for his friends? Three of them were still in coma. 

Will they make it? Will his friends stay alive? 



Even the doctor did not sound all that confident about his friends‟ recovery. There was an 
uneasy silence in the room. 

Professor was lucky indeed. The gunman had taken the first shot at Satya, then Pragati, followed 
by Surya, and lastly at him—the order in which they were standing. Professor was fortunate as he 
was the last one to be shot at. By that time, our heroic waiter had jumped in and tried to stop the 
shooter. And the assassin must have panicked and missed his mark. 

To break the prolonged silence, the concerned nurse apprised, “Professor, you know, your 
shooting incident has hit the national headlines, both in electronic and print media.” 

Professor seemed surprised, though he politely acknowledged and listened to her. 

The industrious and highly competitive national electronic media had had unleashed the 
shooting incident news yesterday. A day after the incident, they had pitched in their tents for 
another round of full-day coverage, just like the night gone before. The powerful media kept 
replaying their news-footage in a loop, churning out endless rounds of recurring updated 
breaking news, drawing their own conclusions, holding panel discussions, and so much more. 

Still unconscious, Professor‟s three friends were completely oblivious of the frenzied media 
coverage of their shooting incidents that took place right in the high security zone of Delhi. 

After a while, Professor was wide awake. So, he decided to browse the newspapers. 

Bloodbath on the streets of New Delhi 

Goon Shooting and Police Sleeping in New Delhi 

It was surprising to find that the major national newspapers had given these commoners a front-
page coverage. The print media had sliced and slivered the Delhi Police Department in full 
public view. They had shouted from the rooftops that such daring shooting at IIC was a tight 
slap on the face of Delhi Police; it belied its tall claims on the taut security in the capital city. 

Intrusive media coverage was a blessing in disguise for all of them. Luckily for Professor and his 
friends, the four shooting victims, the immense pressure exerted by the media made the giant 
wheels of the bureaucratic set-up move and turn in their favor. Even the powerful mandarins at 
North Block were unhappy with the brazen shooting incidents at IIC, so close to the high-
security zone of V.I.Ps. They too started tightening the screws on the Delhi police. 

A not-so-polite phone call from a senior official from Union Home Ministry Office to the 
commissioner of Delhi Police was enough to set the ball rolling. Already under intense media 
pressure now combined with the pointed enquiries from top brass, the police swung into 
unusually energetic action. They deputed their best available police brains on this shooting case. 

In the evening, the Delhi Police Commissioner informed the AIIMS Hospital authorities that 
they were taking all four of them into their protective safekeeping as they believed that the 
dangerous attacker was still at large and the shooter may not miss them second time around. 
Accordingly, the police made an interesting security arrangement for all of them.  



The shooting victims were shifted to the secret and the secluded Intensive Care Unit (ICU) 
located somewhere on the sprawling AIIMS Hospital campus. Guarded by the plain-clothed 
police personnel, they were being treated like V.I.Ps. As advised by the Delhi Police higher-ups, 
Professor was also included in the list of patients surviving on life support. 

Thus, the official press release of the AIIMS doctors stated that the medical condition of all four 
patients was critical and that they were in coma. The police and doctors apprised Professor that 
it was done for his safety; they couldn‟t take chances with their lives. That night, Professor 
prayed really hard for the speedy recovery of his pals before the pain-killers made him drowsy 
and sent him into the world of dreams. 

**** 

Next morning, when Professor woke up, the sun was still hiding behind a thick cloak of fog. 

Unlike him, his companions did not wake up. They were still in coma. Professor was worried. 
Will they pull through? Will they survive this battle? He didn‟t know really. 

Later in the morning, the doctors allowed one of the Delhi Police officials to see him. But they 
advised the officer against any kind of stressful interrogation, lest it affect his recovery. 

Pulling a chair, the senior investigative police officer sat next to his bed. Conveying deep 
concerns and regret, he empathized, “Thank God, you are alive! I can‟t tell you how happy and 
relieved my entire department is. We have informed your daughter about the tragic incident. She 
wanted to speak to you.”  

Professor feebly smiled back, cleared his throat, “Thank you. Please tell her not to worry. Let me 
regain my lost strength, then I will call her…What about the shooter? Have you caught him yet?”  

“No, sir! I am sorry. The shooter is still untraceable. My colleagues went through the crime 
scenes. They concluded that it was the work of professional hired gun,” he replied.  

Professor nodded in agreement. Only a cold-blooded killer could shoot four people in such an 
audacious manner, in a public place, in midst of crowd. 

Since police officials are trained to keep asking questions, not surprisingly, he could not hold 
back. This time he asked him bluntly, “Sir, can you recognize the shooter?”  

Professor was clueless. The gunman was a complete stranger and his attack was swift and rash. 

 “Sir, any idea who wants you and your friends dead?”  

Professor again shook his head in denial. He was not ready to answer that. 

The attending doctor, who was going through his medical files, intervened sternly, “Please don‟t 
go so hard on him. He is not yet fully recovered. He should not be overburdened with added 
stress of your disturbing questions. He is not going anywhere, at least not for few more days. We 
will inform you when we feel his health condition has improved enough to answer them.” 



The police officer looked embarrassed, but he was only following the orders from his superiors. 
He turned towards Professor and politely said, “Sir, I pray for your speedy healing. Meanwhile, if 
you can spare time, please do go through these brief notes compiled on you all. I would like you 
to help us fill in the additional details. Hope you would help us find your attacker. Good day!”  

He handed him the concise report, took his leave, and walked out of the ICU. 

Professor opened the slim dossier and glanced through the short report: 

 Name of the shooting victim number one: Professor Rishi Kumar 

 Age: 60+ years. 

 Occupation: A highly respected professor in the academic circle; he is considered 
to be the authority in the humanities‟ subject matters that he taught for more than 30 
years. Of late, he has been actively involved in social work. He is regularly raising the 
plights of Adivasi community on different forums across the country. 

 Address: Lives alone in his Defense Colony home, Delhi. 

 Family details: He is a widower. Not so long ago, his wife succumbed to cancer. 
His only daughter Surbhi and her husband Saurabh with their young twins are settled in 
USA. Both Saurabh and Surbhi teach in one of the Ivy League universities. 

 Please note: We have informed his daughter about the shooting incident and 
reassured her about her father‟s stable medical status in detail. She wanted to come down 
to Delhi to take him to USA for further medical treatment. We have told her that he is 
out of danger. The doctors are taking good care of him here. 

+ 

 Name of the shooting victim number two: Mr. Surya Bhagat 

 Age: 35+ years. 

 Occupation: He is a decorated army official. During the Kargil War, he led an 
assault team with exemplary bravery and won a Gallantry Medal. After completion of his 
short-service commission with the Indian Army, he retired. Few months ago, he returned 
to his home state Adidweep from Kolkata to help out his family.  

 Address: Lives in Kaanan village, Adidweep. 

 Family details: His parents are well-known teachers. They live in their ancestor‟s 
home in a remote village in Adidweep. He does not have any siblings. He is unmarried. 

 Please note: We have not yet informed his aged parents about the incident. We 
plan to inform them as soon as he comes out of his coma and his condition stabilizes. 

+ 



 Name of the shooting victim number three: Ms. Pragati Oraon 

 Age: 29+ years. 

 Occupation: She is a social worker based in Adidweep.  

 Address: Lives in a small town of Dhanpur, Adidweep. 

 Family details: She belongs to an agriculturist‟s family. She is unmarried and she 
does not have any siblings. 

 Please note: We have not yet informed her elderly parents about the incident, but 
we will inform them as soon as she comes out of coma and her condition stabilizes. 

+ 

 Name of the shooting victim number four: Ms. Satyavani Ekka(Satya) 

 Age: 25+ years. 

 Occupation: She is currently working with an e-magazine called Bitter Truth. For 
her e-magazine, she was handling its Adidweep‟s news-desk and recently returned after 
extensively covering the State Assembly election there. According to its editor, Niti, she 
is an upright journalist with a great future. 

 Address: Lives in Saket‟s D.D.A. Colony, Delhi. 

 Family details: Her father is a senior manager in a leading public sector company. 
Her mother is an artist, and she is trying to revive traditional Adivasi art forms. 

 Please note: She is still in coma. Her parents do not know about any threats and 
dangers to their daughter. 

+ 

Delhi Police were convinced that all the answers lied with the four shooting victims. They had 
begun their investigation, but they were still clueless about the possible reasons behind these 
murderous attacks. They wanted Professor to look for answers, help them solve the crime. They 
believed that there was a common thread connecting all four of them. 

After thorough reading, the Professor closed the police file and grabbed the latest newspapers. 
While browsing, one small news item tucked away in the inside pages caught his attention.  

„Yesterday, the dreaded Red Supremo, Abhimanyu Ji, was cornered by the police 
commando forces inside the dense forest area of Raj Nagar district in Adidweep. In this 
highly secret operation, the elite commando forces gunned down quite a few Red cadres 
and grievously injured the most-wanted Red leader. Although Abhimanyu Ji managed to 
escape along with his trusted comrades, the senior police officials believe that he may not 
survive the fatal bullet-injuries.‟ 



The news-reports about Abhimanyu Ji were upsetting to say the least for the Professor. Was it a 
suspicious coincidence or was it a part of a greater conspiracy? 

After breakfast, the Professor dozed-off on his cosy bed at the hospital as the heavy dosage of 
painkillers and sedatives took their toll on him. 

**** 

Meanwhile faraway from Delhi, in distant Adidweep islands, Reds were livid. They were getting 
ready to levy a huge price for the indiscretion on the part of the government forces. 

The usually busy state highway was unusually deserted on that winter morning. The three lonely 
government buses were slowly moving towards their destination on that deserted state highway. 
The eerie calmness had engulfed the entire route. Nervous passengers could clearly hear the loud 
muttering of buses‟ engines, chirping of birds, rustling of leaves, and even the swaying of nearby 
trees. Like a serpentine, the isolated state highway was meandering along the thick forest cover. 
The bus-drivers and their commuters were well-aware about the lurking danger that lay hidden 
inside the lush green jungle. But they had no option. They were following their superiors‟ orders. 
They needed to pass through that godforsaken road to reach Ajeebpur town. 

All of a sudden, a deafening noise shattered the ghostly silence. 

The powerful explosion tossed the first bus into air. Other buses in that fleet were alarmed by 
the loud detonation; they screeched to a grinding halt. Finding no escape route in front, they 
started to back away. Out of the blue, there was another huge blowout. It blew up the last bus on 
the fleet. The deafening blast not only created huge craters on the road but they also reduced 
those two buses to the mangled pieces of metal junk. The powerful bombs had killed almost 
everyone on those two buses. The charred bodies of the ill-fated passengers were strewed on the 
state highway. The metal debris of these two buses had blocked the routes for the last bus of the 
fleet at the front as well as at the back. Their buses were trapped. At that moment, they did not 
realize that they had walked right into the Red Rebels‟ well-laid trap. 

Panic-stricken, the freshly recruited, young, and inexperienced government soldiers rushed out 
of that bus. They did not want to get caught in another blast. They wanted to get away from the 
certain death staring back at them. But the indiscriminate firing from Reds‟ sophisticated 
weapons continued from both sides of the highway. The adjoining hilltops and the dense forest 
had provided a perfect cover to the armed cadres of Reds. Returning to the safety of their bus, 
the government soldiers took cover inside bus and tried to fight back.  

The gun-battle between Reds and government soldiers lasted for at least a couple of hours. Then 
the government soldiers ran out of ammunitions. When the hail of bullets from the government 
soldiers finally stopped, the cautious Red Rebels left their hiding place and descended near the 
buses to check the gory mayhem that they had caused. They shot dead any government soldier 
who showed even a flicker of life. Reds were not at all in a hurry. After thoroughly checking the 
buses, they made sure that all the government soldiers were dead. Taking one body at a time, 
they pulled out all the dead soldiers and lay them on the state highway. Then they torched the 
buses. Alongside the deceased, they left a bunch of hand-written posters justifying their brutal 
attack, glorifying their cause, and slamming the government. After carrying out an angry 
mayhem, the Reds retreated to their safe hideouts in the impenetrable forest. It was a horrifying 
spectacle. The lifeless bodies of young soldiers were strewed all around the highway. The small 
stretch of the black tar road had turned into a Blood-Red road. 



When the attending nurse woke up the Professor to serve him lunch, he requested her to switch 
on the television news. This spine-chilling news beamed out of Adidweep shook him up. 

Red Forces had unleashed one of their most audacious assaults on the government forces at the 
Wada forest area of the islands. Its gory details were mind numbing. 

Making fleeting appearance on TV news, the visibly shaken superintendent of police of the 
Raatehaar District read out a very short statement.  

“We have already sent our additional police teams to rescue the survivors.” He cleared his throat 
and then added, “It‟s too early to give you exact number of deaths in this cowardly attack.” 

The retired top-cop honestly admitted the operational lapses, “In the Reds strong-hold areas, the 
police armoured vehicles and other police trucks draw unnecessary attention. So many a times 
our government forces move around in the local commercial buses. It is a tactical move to avoid 
direct confrontation with the Reds and to travel undetected. I have no idea how this highly 
secretive movement of forces was leaked to Reds. It highlights the massive intelligence failure on 
the part of the state government and the growing military might of the ambitious Reds. It‟s 
extremely disturbing. This kind of setback pushes us back. It kills the morale of young soldiers.” 

The top government forces official sounded more troubled by such violent incidents. He 
conceded, “With each passing day, it‟s becoming far too challenging for us to handle.” 

One of the political analysts summed up the grim reality, “Fear is a great motivator in this part of 
the world, and the Reds understand it. In fact, it is a centrepiece of their ongoing armed-war 
strategy. It is about who really controls these territories and the people on it. Everyone realizes 
that the Reds call the shots here. Such violent acts directly underlined the total breakdown of 
administrative control of the state government in its own territory. More so when such blatant 
acts of violence take place during the high-profile state assembly poll period in Adidweep.” 

Surrounded by Z+ security cover in his fortress-like residence the Chief Minister Chatur Ji 
thundered, “It‟s a war-like situation, but we won‟t be cowed down. We vow to fight back.” 

The news reporter made the closing remarks, “Red comrades have taken full responsibility for 
this ferocious massacre. Reportedly, they wanted to avenge the alleged assassination attempt on 
their Supremo Abhimanyu Ji. They have warned that more blood will be spilled in the islands in 
the coming weeks. This is just the beginning of their retribution.” 

Deeply disturbed by the terrible news, Professor switched off the television and wondered aloud 
why one set of poor Indians kill another set of equally poor Indians. Like Red soldiers, these 
government soldiers too traced their roots to the equally poor sections of society, if not more. 
Why should one set of poor people take the lives of another? Maybe because the foot soldiers 
from both sides of the divide were caught in a complex situation, not entirely of their making. 
Both of them had to keep up the carnage going in order to survive in this cruel cycle of violence. 

Will senseless bloodshed ever stop in Adidweep islands? 

There were no easy answers. He closed his eyes and let his mind wander back in the time and 
space continuum to search for elusive clues into their lives. 



 


